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It’s a long way from the borderline
to the Hill of Genevieve
About the time you settle in
that’s the time you’re asked to leave
I spent the morning I grew  old 
just rummaging through my past
Somebody’s gonna do some damage tonight
This was never meant to last   
  
‘Twas a violent revolution 
when you turned to me and cried
The moment of truth was upon you
and so, of course, you lied 
When you cannot see the light source
watch which way the shadow’s cast
Truth’ll come catching up quickly  
Deception never lasts

As the sun climbs up the courtyard chimney
sewage and perfume
I’m watching Monet’s ghost hung from
the picture rail around the room
You snuck up from behind 
and made the tables turn so fast
this banquet I’m attending
it was never meant to last 

Now the wine we sipped 
on the Rue de Seine 
tastes more like smoke instead
and someone else’s memories
have gotten tangled in my head
Come on, kindly angel, lift the veil
I’m the captain, you’re the mast
lashed tight against that siren’s song
that was never meant to last



As the sun cast half a shadow 
down the old East Salem Road
I tried solitaire until 
the Ace of Diamonds failed to show
You’re my man-sized midlife crisis
my debonair iconoclast
that fiction you created
it was never meant to last

Now it’s hard to say what’s what
and which are yours and whose are mine
I turned a brand new kind of old 
the day we both were 49
If you’d just stayed merely useless
fewer castles might have crashed
but we built them all on sand
and they were never meant to last

So won’t you meet me on Decatur Street
that little place we used to go
We’ve got a lot of catching up to do
and there’s a lot I need to know
When you’re banking on the magic
you gotta hope the proper spell gets cast
Those aces up my sleeve
they were never meant to last

There’s a lone light shining from a fifth floor window
on the Rue des Rosiers
Maybe it’s the night watch digging up clues
or someone with dues to pay
There’s no way to pin an echo 
on a silence this deep and vast
but I never meant a silence
that was ever meant to last

Now there’s half sun over the courtyard 
on  the Hill of Genevieve
Sometimes it’s the future
over which you’ve got to grieve
Other times it pays to keep both eyes
focused closely on the past
Either way you play it
neither one was meant to last


